ML1-5 Periodicals, Serials *
ML12-21 Directories, Almanacs *
ML25-28 Societies and other Organizations
ML32-33 Institutions
ML35-38 Festivals, Congresses
ML40-44 Programs
ML47-54.8 Libretti, Texts, Scenarios *
ML55-60 Addresses, Essays and Lectures
ML62-89 Aspects of the field of music as a whole
ML93-96.5 Manuscripts, Autographs and Facsimiles
ML100-109 Dictionaries, Encyclopedias *
ML110-111.5 Music Librarianship
ML112-112.5 Music Printing and Publishing
ML112.8-158.8 Bibliographies *

ML159 - 3785 History and Criticism
ML159-161 General Works
ML162-197 By Period
ML198-360.6 By Region or Country
ML385-429 Biographies
ML410 Composers
ML420 Vocalists and Solo Artists
ML421 Musical Groups
ML422 Conductors
ML430-458 Composition and Performance
ML459-1380 Instruments and Instrumental music
ML1400-3275 Vocal music
ML3300-3351 Program music
ML3400-3465 Dance music
ML3469-3541 Popular music
ML3544-3776 Folk, National, and Ethnic music
ML3780 Music on particular topics
ML3785 Musical Journalism
ML3790-3792 Music Industry and Sound Recording Companies
ML3795 Music as a Profession, Vocational Guidance
ML3797-3799.5 Musical Research

ML3800 - 3923 Philosophical and Societal Aspects of Music
Physics and Acoustics of Music
Physiological Aspects of Music

ML3800 General works
ML3805-3817 Physics and Acoustics
ML3820 Physiological Aspects
ML3830-3840 Psychology
ML3845-3877 Aesthetics
ML3880-3916 Criticism
ML3916-3918 Social and Political Aspects
ML3919-3920 Moral Influence, Therapeutic Use of music
ML3921-3921.8 Religious Aspects
ML3922 Music in the Workplace
ML3928-3930 Literature for Children

* Don’t forget to check the Reference Section